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For the attention of Velda Weir 

         22 June 2022 

Dear Ms Weir, 

   

FPA-9586 Chapel on Leader Estate 
 

Thank you for notifying Scotland’s Garden and Landscape Heritage about the above Felling 

Permission Application, for the Chapel on Leader Estate which includes part of Carolside and 

Leadervale designed landscape. Carolside and Leadervale is included in the Inventory of 

Gardens and Designed Landscapes in Scotland, compiled and maintained by Historic 

Environment Scotland, and is therefore assessed as having National Significance. In the 

Inventory assessment the landscape is accorded Outstanding Scenic, Nature Conservation 

and Horticultural Value, in part due to the mixed specimen and woodland trees and the 

varied woodland canopy adding interest to this area of the Leader Valley. The adjacent 

Chapel on Leader estate is also a designed landscape, which although not included in the 

Inventory, is of some Local Significance and its woodland canopy again contributing to the 

scenery of the Leader Valley.  

 

We have no concerns with the proposed thinning of the Birch and mixed broadleaves within 

the Chapel on Leader designed landscape and note that much of this area is not part of the 

historic layout but infill parkland planting undertaken in the 20th century.  The area for clear 

felling lies largely within the Carolside and Leadervale Inventory landscape and again we 

have no concerns with the operations, necessary as a result of the damage caused by Storm 

Arwen. We further welcome the proposals for restocking these compartments with various 

native broadleaved species, particularly along the Leader Water.   

 

We confirm we have no further comments to add. 
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Yours sincerely, 

 

Alison Allighan BSc (Hons), MSc, CSFHS, CMLI 

Conservation Consultant  

Scotland’s Garden and Landscape Heritage  

conservation@sglh.org 


